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I.

INTRODUCTION

The Sierra Club respectfully submits the following petition for rehearing and
reconsideration of the August 7, 2018 administrative law judge (“ALJ”) ruling that allowed
PacifiCorp (the “Company”) to shield from the public the high-level summary results of a
Commission-ordered unit-by-unit coal study of the PacifiCorp’s coal fleet (“coal analysis”) that
were contained in a June 28, 2018 PowerPoint presentation. 1 That standardless ruling accepted
at face value PacifiCorp’s bare assertions that the widespread redactions in the presentation
protected trade secrets, and in doing so disregarded the clear standard set forth in the
Commission’s general protective order—a designating party must prove a trade secret through
specific, well-supported facts and well-reasoned legal justifications.
In addition, Sierra Club is concerned that allowing such an unsupported ruling to stand
will incentivize PacifiCorp and other utilities to over designate information as confidential and
could simultaneously eliminate the mechanism by which intervenors challenge baseless
designations. Sierra Club, therefore, respectfully requests that the Commission reconsider the
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The petition is filed pursuant to Or. Admin. R. 860-001-0080 and 860-001-0720.
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ALJ’s August 7, 2018 ruling and issue an order clarifying that fact-based determinations and
sound legal analysis must support every confidentiality designation.
In support of this petition, Sierra Club states as follows:
II.

BACKGROUND

Sierra Club, along with the Oregon Citizen’s Utility Board (“CUB”), staff and other
stakeholders have long argued that the Commission, customers, and public have a right to know
whether PacifiCorp is providing its customers with the least-risk, least-cost resource mix
available. It is well-known that the economics of coal-burning generation in the western
interconnect have changed dramatically as energy efficiency, low-cost renewables, and natural
gas have eroded the cost competitiveness of much of the West’s coal plants.
Against this landscape and evidence that at least some of PacifiCorp’s coal plants might
not be economic, the Commission ordered, on April 27, 2018, that PacifiCorp disclose the cost
or benefit of retiring in 2022 each of the Company’s twenty-four coal-burning units rather than
continuing to operate the unit. Specifically, the Commission’s April 27, 2018 order required
that:
PacifiCorp will perform 25 system optimizer (SO) runs, one for each coal unit and
a base case. PacifiCorp will summarize the results providing a table of the
difference in PVRR resulting from the early retirement of each unit, an itemized
list of coal unit retirement costs assumptions used in each SO run, and a list of
coal units that would free up transmission along the path from the proposed
Wyoming wind projects if retired. PacifiCorp is to provide this information by
June 30, 2018. If there is a dispute about modeling in the meantime, PacifiCorp,
Staff and parties should first attempt to resolve it informally, but if that fails, Staff
may report back to us at a public meeting before the 2019 IRP is filed. A
Commissioner workshop will likely be scheduled to review this analysis once it is
complete. 2
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LC 67, Order 18-138 at p. 21 (Apr. 27, 2018) (emphasis added).
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On June 28, 2018, PacifiCorp presented the high-level results of the Commission-ordered
coal study in a nine-slide PowerPoint presentation at a meeting that was open only to select
individuals 3—those who were willing and had the resources to intervene and sign a protective
order in LC 67, or those who were willing to be legally bound by a nondisclosure contract in
another state. PacifiCorp hid the high-level summary results from all others, including the ratepaying public that PacifiCorp has a statutory obligation to serve. The publicly available
PowerPoint revealed only the study’s general methodology and its numerous purported caveats
and limitations. The key redactions obscured all of the study’s results, preventing the public
from gleaning even the most basic information about the economic health of PacifiCorp’s coal
fleet. On June 29, 2018, PacifiCorp filed the PowerPoint and underlying coal analysis in docket
LC 67 as a compliance filing. 4
PacifiCorp redacted the information in the PowerPoint presentation pursuant to the
Commission’s general protective order, which was adopted in LC 67. 5 That order required
PacifiCorp to act in good faith when designating information as protected, and gave any party the
right to challenge designations by first attempting to informally resolve the dispute. 6 If those
informal efforts failed, the challenging party could then submit a written challenge to the
assigned ALJ. 7 The ALJ could only maintain confidential designations if the designating party
proved, based on specific well-established facts, that the information was covered by ORCP
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The June 28, 2018 PowerPoint presentation is attached as Exhibit A, LC 67, PacifiCorp’s
Compliance Filing, Unit-by-Unit Coal Studies Presentation (June 29, 2018) (“Coal Analysis
Presentation”).
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Coal Analysis Presentation.
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Exhibit B).
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Id. ¶¶ 2–3, 5–10.
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Id. ¶ 8.
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36(C)(7), 8 a rule of discovery that protects trade secrets when the party seeking protection
establishes “good cause.” 9
In compliance with the general protective order, Sierra Club, several government
agencies, and other parties informally challenged, at the June 28, 2018 meeting, PacifiCorp’s
decision to keep the study results secret. But, PacifiCorp representative Rick Link refused to
remove the confidential designations, asserting that the Company did not want the data to be
misinterpreted and used incorrectly, citing the study’s imperfections and caveats. On July 3,
2018, Sierra Club attorney Gloria Smith spoke on the telephone with PacifiCorp representatives
Ryan Flynn and Mr. Link, again expressing concerns raised at the closed meeting. That same
day Sierra Club emailed its objections to the Company. When brief telephone conversations on
July 5 and 6 failed to resolve Sierra Club’s concerns, the parties agreed that Sierra Club should
submit a written objection.
On July 9, 2018, Sierra Club filed a written objection to the designations in the June 28,
2018 PowerPoint. 10 On July 16, 2018, PacifiCorp filed a response that broadly asserted, without
citation to any specific facts or to any specific redaction, that the challenged information
constituted trade secrets under ORCP 36(C)(7). 11 On July 23, 2018, Sierra Club filed a reply
that carefully explained, redaction by redaction, why PacifiCorp had failed to meet its burden of
proof. 12 On July 26, 2018, PacifiCorp filed a sur-reply that again failed to address all the
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specific redactions or to cite any specific factual basis for withholding the challenged
information. 13
On August 7, 2018, the ALJ concluded, based only on PacifiCorp’s asserted “belie[fs],”
that the Company had proved that the challenged information constituted trade secrets. 14 Despite
the protective order’s plain language, the ALJ did not consider any particular redaction, nor did
the ALJ ever find that PacifiCorp would suffer significant harm if the redacted information were
revealed. 15
III.

ARGUMENT

Under the Commission’s general protective order, information may only be protected
from disclosure if the designating party proves based on specific, well-supported facts and
targeted legal arguments that the challenged information is covered by ORCP 36(C)(7) 16—a
discovery rule that authorizes protection of “trade secret[s] or other confidential research,
development, or commercial information” when “good cause” is shown. 17 The designating party
must specify “the factual and legal basis of how the challenged information is protected under”
Oregon law. 18 “Broad allegations unsubstantiated by specific facts are not sufficient.” 19 By
contrast, a party challenging the propriety of confidentiality designations “need only identify the
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LC 67, PacifiCorp’s Sur-reply to Sierra Club’s Objection to PacifiCorp’s Confidential
Designations (Jul. 26, 2018) (“PacifiCorp Sur-reply”).
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LC 67, Ruling (Aug. 7, 2018) (“ALJ Ruling”).
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information in dispute and certify that reasonable efforts to achieve informal resolution have
failed.” 20
Oregon law defines trade secrets as “information, including a drawing, cost data,
customer list, formula, pattern, compilation, program, device, method, technique, or process that
. . . [d]erives independent economic value” by remaining secret and for which efforts are made to
maintain its secrecy. 21 To prove that information constitutes a trade secret, the designating party
must “demonstrat[e] that disclosure will work a clearly defined and serious injury” based on
evidence of “specific examples” and “articulated reasoning.” 22
The ALJ ruling, which cited only PacifiCorp’s self-serving assertions as a basis for
concluding that designated information constituted trade secrets, completely disregarded the
careful framework established by the Commission’s general protective order. The ruling
consequently provided PacifiCorp and other utilities with a strong incentive to abuse the
protective order by broadly designating as confidential whatever information they choose.
Because the redactions in the June 28, 2018 PowerPoint presentation lack any sound factual or
legal basis, the Commission must:
1. Review each of the five contested redactions and the ALJ’s determination;
2. Issue an order directing PacifiCorp to remove the contested confidential designations;
and
3. Clarify that in proceedings each designation must be supported by specific, wellestablished facts and sound legal reasoning.
20

Id. ¶ 8.
Or. Rev. Stat. § 646.461(4).
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A.

The ALJ’s Standardless Ruling Violated the Commission’s General Protective
Order.
The ALJ concluded that PacifiCorp proved that the high-level results of the coal analysis

constituted trade secrets based solely on PacifiCorp’s “belie[f]” that disclosing the challenged
information “could place the company at a competitive disadvantage in actual or potential
transactions.” 23 The ALJ completely ignored the protective order’s burden of proof: while a
challenging party need only identify the disputed information and certify that attempts at
informal resolution have failed, the designating party must specify “the factual and legal basis of
how the challenged information is protected under” Oregon law. 24 “Broad allegations
unsubstantiated by specific facts are not sufficient.” 25
As the ALJ acknowledged, Sierra Club “specifically addresse[d]” why the high-level
results of the coal analysis were not trade secrets, 26 evaluating each of the six redactions. 27
Sierra Club’s careful analysis stood in stark contrast to PacifiCorp’s unsupported assertions,
which failed to address each of the redactions in turn. 28 Against this backdrop, and contrary to
the ALJ’s flawed conclusion, the record simply provided no reasoned justification for shielding
the high-level results of the coal analysis.
First, in concluding that the challenged information “derive[d] independent economic
value” from remaining secret, the ALJ found “plausible” PacifiCorp’s bare assertion that
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ALJ Ruling at pp. 4–5.
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disclosing the challenged information “could disadvantage [the Company] in contract
negotiations with environmental equipment suppliers,” citing as evidence PacifiCorp’s 2017 IRP
Update and noting that “PacifiCorp is actively considering different compliance options for
several coal plants,” including natural gas conversion and early retirement. 29 Vendors “who
would have to bid” on a project, the ALJ found, “would value any company estimate of the cost
anticipated.” 30 The ALJ’s finding that a vendor would value any cost estimate of anticipated
costs was completely untethered from the high-level PVRR(d) results shielded in the
PowerPoint, and thus lacked the specificity that the Commission’s general protective order
demands. 31 Moreover, the ALJ’s broad finding made a mockery of Oregon’s trade secret law.
Under the ALJ’s limitless standard, a utility could shield as trade secrets even the most mundane
cost estimate based on whatever rationale it chose. The ALJ’s findings also completely ignored
PacifiCorp’s own statements indicating that the company was not actively considering
retrofitting its coal-burning power plants with environmental controls: PacifiCorp had no plans
to retrofit any of its coal units in the foreseeable future, it was seeking to “avoid[] emission
control investments,” 32 the company was not making any “specific resource decisions” at this
time, and its warning that the shielded results “provide limited insight into a least-cost, least-risk
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ALJ Ruling at p. 4 & n.8.
Id. at 4 (emphasis added).
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See General Protective Order No. 16-461 ¶¶ 7, 9.
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See, e.g., PacifiCorp’s 2017 Integrated Resource Plan Update at p. 2 (May 1, 2018)
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incremental selective catalytic reduction (SCR) emission-reduction systems will be needed to
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resource portfolio.” 33 PacifiCorp also failed to identify any specific transactions with
environmental equipment suppliers in its briefing. Because economic information about coal
plants becomes stale over time, identifying specific ongoing or foreseeable future transactions is
essential to proving that information derives independent economic value from remaining secret.
Yet, based on the notion of purely hypothetical transactions, the ALJ found that PacifiCorp
would be “disadvantaged” if the challenged information were disclosed.
Second, the ALJ found it “possible” that the “coal analysis could impact a transaction by
leading a supplier to believe that a particular coal unit is more profitable to PacifiCorp than other
units.” 34 The ALJ provided two bases for this finding: a 2016 Commission order discussing fuel
supply switching for Jim Bridger and PacifiCorp’s unsupported assertion that coal suppliers
might use PacifiCorp’s “underlying economic assumptions and analysis (including coal cost
assumptions).” 35 The ALJ’s flawed reasoning conflated the detailed information contained in
the coal analysis, which is not at issue here, and the high-level summary results provided in the
PowerPoint presentation. But, contrary to the ALJ’s apparent conclusion, nothing in the
PowerPoint revealed PacifiCorp’s “coal cost assumptions,” 36 as PacifiCorp itself
acknowledged—“the company’s forecasted coal prices themselves are not specifically identified
in the PVRR(d) results.” 37 Moreover, nothing in the ALJ ruling, much less in the record or in
PacifiCorp’s briefing, provided a reasoned basis for finding that coal suppliers would use the
study’s high-level results to disadvantage PacifiCorp; as before, PacifiCorp failed to identify any
specific ongoing or near-term negotiations with coal suppliers. Instead, PacifiCorp merely
33

LC 67, PacifiCorp’s Compliance Filing, Unit-by-Unit Coal Studies Presentation at pp. at 2, 9
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claimed that it is “regularly engaged in regional coal supply [markets]” and that publicly
disclosing the PVRR(d) results “could unfavorably influence pricing, terms, and conditions of
those transactions,” yet PacifiCorp never explained how or why. 38
Under the Commission’s general protective order such theoretical concerns cannot be
used to prove a trade secret. 39 Yet, the ALJ ruling turned entirely on that basis—environmental
equipment vendors and coal suppliers “could” use the challenged information to PacifiCorp’s
competitive disadvantage. 40 The ALJ’s cursory analysis, which failed to address any specific
redaction, did not support a conclusion that the challenged information “derive[d] independent
economic value” from remaining secret.
The ALJ also failed to find that disclosing the challenged information would cause
PacifiCorp “significant” harm, as required to prove a trade secret. A party seeking trade secret
protection must “demonstrat[e] that disclosure will work a clearly defined and serious injury.” 41
“Broad allegations of harm unsubstantiated by specific examples or articulated reasoning do not
satisfy the good cause requirement. The harm must be significant, not a mere trifle.” 42 Despite
this high threshold, the ALJ simply found it “believable” PacifiCorp “could [be] disadvantaged”
if the challenged information were disclosed. 43 At no point did the ALJ even suggest that
PacifiCorp would suffer serious harm, nor did the ALJ identify any specific facts or wellarticulated rationale that might support such a finding. 44
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PacifiCorp Sur-reply at p. 4; see also PacifiCorp Response at p. 7 (“Disclosure could
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The ALJ’s failure to apply any standard whatsoever to PacifiCorp’s unsupported
assertions is most apparent when considering redaction 5 on slide 9, the first bullet. The
information that PacifiCorp seeks to hide is a one-sentence summation that broadly characterizes
the results of the coal analysis. Nothing in this high-level summary provides any identifying
plant characteristics. There are no dollar sums, dates, plant names, or even locations. As such,
there simply is no tenable basis for concluding that the information contained in the sentence
could possibly influence the decision of a third party considering doing business with PacifiCorp,
particularly given the “Caution!” warning immediately below the redaction, which is supported
by an entire page of caveats and limitations. Yet, somehow, the ALJ concluded that this single
sentence constituted trade secrets, the disclosure of which would cause significant harm to
PacifiCorp.
In stark contrast to the ALJ’s cursory analysis, adequately determining whether a party
has proved a trade secret requires a detailed evaluation. For example, in Pfizer Inc. v. Oregon
Department of Justice, Pfizer sought to prevent the Oregon Department of Justice (“DOJ”) from
revealing more than 100 confidential exhibits, claiming that exhibits constituted trade secrets
because they contained sensitive marketing information. 45 Before ruling, the court reviewed
each exhibit at issue and examined its “specific, underlying details.” 46 Based on this meticulous
exhibit-by-exhibit analysis, the court ruled that Pfizer had satisfied its burden of proof for some
of the exhibits at issue. 47 Specifically, the court found that Pfizer’s declarations had explained in
detail the type of information at issue and the specific reasons the information qualified for trade
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254 Or. App. at 146.
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secret protection; DOJ, by contrast, had “failed to offer any factual submission in support of [its]
bare assertions.” 48
The ALJ’s ruling, which is completely divorced from any reasoned justification, cannot
stand. PacifiCorp provided no more than “[b]road allegations unsubstantiated by specific
facts” 49 to support its flimsy claims that the challenged information constituted trade secrets, yet
the ALJ nonetheless allowed PacifiCorp to shield the study’s high-level results from the public.
The Commission, therefore, must review each contested redaction and make specific findings for
each, resulting in an order directing PacifiCorp to remove the redactions from the PowerPoint.
B.

The ALJ’s Disregard for the Protective Order’s Purposeful Standard Will Invite
Companies to Over-Designate Information as Confidential.
By adopting PacifiCorp’s broad and speculative assertions, the ALJ gave PacifiCorp and

other utilities a free pass to shield from the public whatever information they choose. This result
subverts the purpose and intent of the Commission’s general protective order, which seeks to
incentivize parties to act in good faith when designating information as confidential.
Before designating information as protected, a party must “reasonably determine[]” that
the information falls within the scope of ORCP 36(C)(7) and is not publicly available. 50 The
designating party “should make reasonable efforts to designate as Protected Information only the
portions of the information covered by ORCP 36(C)(7)” 51 and “must make reasonable efforts to
ensure that [the] information . . . continues to warrant protection.” 52 Once challenged, the
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52
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designating party must prove that each of its designations is warranted based on specific facts
and sound legal justifications. 53
The ALJ’s standardless ruling, which entirely disregarded this purposeful structure, gave
companies a strong incentive to freely, and baselessly, designate information as confidential,
confident that stakeholders and the public will lack meaningful recourse. The Commission,
therefore, must issue an order that makes clear that, contrary to the ALJ’s flawed reasoning, a
designating party must prove based on specific well-established facts and sound legal analysis
that information designated as confidential properly falls within the scope of ORCP 36(C)(7).
C.

PacifiCorp Did Not Carry Its Burden of Proof.
As described, the plain language of the Commission’s protective order required

PacifiCorp to prove based on well-supported facts and well-reasoned legal analysis that each
challenged redaction fell within the scope of ORCP 36(C)(7). 54 The designating party “must
identify the factual and legal basis of how the challenged information is protected” under Oregon
law. 55 “Broad allegations unsubstantiated by specific facts are not sufficient.” 56
PacifiCorp completely disregarded that standard. At no point did PacifiCorp make any
effort to address each specific redaction, nor did PacifiCorp make any effort to support the
challenged designations with specific facts or well-reasoned legal justifications. Rather,
PacifiCorp simply asserted that in the competitive markets in which the company engages “even
knowledge of preliminary economic analysis of an individual coal unit will adversely affect the

Id. ¶¶ 7‒10.
Id. ¶¶ 7, 9 (“[T]he designating party bears the burden of showing that the challenged redaction
is covered by ORCP 36(C)(7).”).
55
Id. ¶ 9.
56
Id.
53
54
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company’s bargaining position” because a counterparty could “misinterpret[] the results.” 57
PacifiCorp further claimed, without support, that disclosing PVRR(d) results “could adversely
impact [regional wholesale power markets] if participants are led to believe that early retirements
will occur” because “[t]here could be market repercussions on prices, liquidity and depth.” 58
PacifiCorp failed to offer any specific facts to support these or other flimsy claims, nor did
PacifiCorp provide a well-reasoned legal basis justifying each redaction. The absence of that
analysis violated the protective order’s plain requirements.
As Sierra Club has shown, none of the challenged redactions qualified for protection
under ORCP 36(C)(7). Again, ORCP 36(C)(7) protects confidential research, development, or
commercial information, as well as trade secrets—i.e., “information, including a drawing, cost
data, customer list, formula, pattern, compilation, program, device, method, technique, or process
that . . . [d]erives independent economic value” by remaining secret and for which efforts are
made to maintain its secrecy. 59 To prove that information constitutes a trade secret, the
designating party must “demonstrat[e] that disclosure will work a clearly defined and serious
injury” based on evidence of “specific examples” and “articulated reasoning.” 60
1.

Redaction 1: Slide 5, PVRR(d) Results

Redaction 1 shields the “present value revenue requirement differential” (“PVRR(d)”)
results of retiring each of PacifiCorp’s coal-burning units in 2022. To prove that these results
constituted trade secrets, PacifiCorp had to prove based on specific, well-supported examples
that these high-level results derived independent economic value from remaining secret and that
disclosing the values would cause PacifiCorp serious injury.
57
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60
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PVRR(d), however, is not the type of information that could be used against PacifiCorp
to cause the company serious injury. When applied to a coal plant, PVRR(d) reveals whether the
continued operation of the plant is in the best interest of customers based on a modeling analysis
that looks at two different scenarios, a “base case” and a “test case.” The base case considers the
total cost of operating a utility system over an extended period of time, assuming business as
usual. The test case changes a variable or assumption—in this case, the expected life of a coal
plant—and then runs the model over the same period. A positive PVRR(d) result generally
indicates that maintaining the plant is a customer benefit, while a negative PVRR(d) result
indicates that customers may realize a benefit through the retirement of the plant. PVRR(d) thus,
is not contract price, tax basis or business plan, nor does it reveal utility shareholder value or any
specific details about a particular unit. Though PVRR(d) is helpful in long-term utility planning,
the value is not used in day-to-day transactions.
PacifiCorp presented no specific evidence that would support a finding that disclosing the
PVRR(d) results would cause the company serious harm or that the values derived independent
economic value from remaining secret. Instead, PacifiCorp admitted in the coal analysis that the
company is not basing any current decisions on these particular PVRR(d) results: “results from
these studies . . . provide limited insight into a least-cost, least-risk resource portfolio,” and “no
specific resource decisions are being made at this time.” 61 Because the Company has disclaimed
the PVRR(d) results and is not using them to support specific resource decisions, the results
cannot reasonably be said to provide any economic value to any other party. Rather, such
economic value could only be realized given the existence of four circumstances: (1) the
company supported the results; (2) the results could be expected to drive specific actions; (3) the
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Coal Analysis Presentation at pp. 2, 9.
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results were not otherwise readily discernable; and (4) the results could be expected to provide a
benefit to competitors or vendors at the expense of the company. But, PacifiCorp’s own
statements explicitly negate the existence of the first two circumstances.
Moreover, contrary to the Company’s claims, PacifiCorp has disclosed information very
similar to the PVRR(d) results. In the 2017 IRP, PacifiCorp publicly disclosed draft PVRR(d)
results for two coal-burning units, Naughton 3 and Craig 1: systems costs, PacifiCorp revealed,
“are reduced when Naughton 3 and Craig 1 are assumed to retire instead of converting to natural
gas” in 2017 and 2025, respectively. 62 Similarly, in the 2013 IRP, PacifiCorp publicly disclosed
which coal-burning power plants would be uneconomic to operate under different assumed
futures for gas and carbon regulations. 63 Yet, PacifiCorp now asks the Commission to believe
that disclosure of very similar PVRR(d) results would cause the Company serious injury.
Other investor-owned utilities regularly disclose results much like PVRR(d) for their
coal-burning units. Earlier this year, for example, NV Energy filed an update to its “life span
analysis” for the North Valmy Generating Station. 64 The analysis provided a table that estimated
the costs of operating the plant over 5-, 10-, 20-, and 30-year periods. The table identified
retiring the plant in 2019 and replacing it with solar energy as the least-cost option, resulting in a
savings of about $232 million over a 20-year period 65—i.e., the table, in effect, provided the
PVRR(d) of replacing the North Valmy Generating Station in 2019 with solar energy. Similarly
in 2013, Public Service New Mexico (“PNM”) filed an application to install environmental
controls at San Juan Generating Station units 1 and 4 and close units 2 and 3—all of which
62

PacifiCorp, 2017 Integrated Res. Plan Pub. Input Meeting 8 at p. 20 (Mar. 2–3, 2017).
PacifiCorp, 2013 Integrated Res. Plan Vol. 2 at pp. 162‒80 (Apr. 30, 2013).
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Lifespan Analysis Process, Sierra Pacific Power Co. d/b/a NV Energy’s Triennial Integrated
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2018).
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Id. at 25.
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receive coal only from the San Juan mine. PNM’s public filings included estimates of the
economics, measured in net present value, of the units over a 20-year period for various
scenarios, including a scenario in which all four units were retrofit with selective catalytic
reduction (“SCR”)—valued at $7,640 million, and a scenario in which all four units were shut
down—valued at $7,235 million.66 Subtracting these two numbers provided a result similar to
PVRR(d): installing SCRs on all four units rather than shutting the units down would produce a
net benefit to ratepayers of about $405 million. PacifiCorp’s peer utilities made such public
disclosures while making concrete decisions about the resources at issue. Yet, PacifiCorp, which
has stated that it will not use the PVRR(d) results for such purposes, nonetheless has maintained
that it would be harmed if the PVRR(d) results were publicly disclosed.
PacifiCorp failed to provide any reasoned basis for shielding redaction 1 from the public.
2.

Redactions 2 and 3: Slide 5, Jim Bridger Unit 1 and 2 Without SCR

Redactions 2 and 3 provide information about the economics of not installing SCRs on
units 1 and 2 in a footnote to the PVRR(d) result for PacifiCorp’s four-unit Jim Bridger coal
plant. According to PacifiCorp, disclosing the information “would place the company at a
competitive disadvantage in negotiations with regulators and counterparties regarding the need
for and alternatives to SCRs for these units.” 67 The results, PacifiCorp asserted, could be used
by regulators in ongoing rulemaking proceedings and in “future negotiations with state and
federal agencies, partner plant owners, and other vested stakeholders.” 68 Yet, PacifiCorp’s own
statements discredit these assertions: the Company announced that it has no plans to install the
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Supp. Test. of Patrick O’Connell at p. 5, Appl. of Pub. Serv. Co. of New Mexico (No. 1300390-UT) (New Mexico Pub. Regulation Comm’n July 15, 2014).
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PacifiCorp Sur-reply at p. 8.
68
Id. at 9 (emphasis omitted).
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SCR retrofits on units 1 and 2 in the foreseeable future. 69 Moreover, the redacted results for Jim
Bridger units 1 and 2 do not reveal PacifiCorp’s potential cost of compliance with environmental
regulations. Instead, the results represent an aggregate of multiple costs, including, for example,
contractor costs and operational costs. Such aggregated information provides little meaningful
information to third parties negotiating with PacifiCorp. But, it does provide PacifiCorp
customers and the public with important baseline information about the economic viability of
PacifiCorp’s coal-burning units.
3.

Redaction 4: Slide 7, Annual Increase/(Decrease) in System Cost for Jim
Bridger 1

Redaction 4 is an example chart of annual system costs and benefits for Jim Bridger 1.
Though this type of information has public interest value, Sierra Club perceives no real need at
this time for this depth of information. Accordingly, as in the Washington proceedings, Sierra
Club is not asking the Commission to review the propriety of this redaction.
4.

Redaction 5: Slide 9, Conclusions and Next Steps, First Bullet

The redacted information is a one-sentence summation of the results of the coal analysis.
This nonspecific summary does not contain any trade secrets because there are no identifying
plant characteristics, no dollar sums, no dates, plant names, or even locations. As such,
PacifiCorp cannot prove that the sentence contains any “drawing, cost data, customer list,
formula, pattern, compilation, program, device, method, technique, or process that . . . [d]erives
independent economic value” by remaining secret. 70 There simply is no specific information in
the sentence that could influence the decision of a third party considering doing business with

69

PacifiCorp’s 2017 Integrated Resource Plan Update at p. 2 (May 1, 2018) (“Consistent with
the findings from these studies, the 2017 IRP Update continues to assume no incremental
selective catalytic reduction (SCR) emission-reduction systems will be needed to satisfy regional
haze compliance obligations.”).
70
Or. Rev. Stat. § 646.461(4).
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PacifiCorp. This is especially true given the disclaimers repeated throughout the PowerPoint,
including the “Caution!” disclaimer immediately below the sentence, which is supported by an
entire page of caveats and limitations.
PacifiCorp’s efforts to shield this high-level summary from the public is a perfect
example of how the Company has repeatedly abused the Commission’s confidentiality policies.
In 2015, an ALJ found that PacifiCorp had improperly designated information as confidential
that had already been made publicly available. 71 The ALJ specifically directed PacifiCorp “to
exercise care in future designations of confidentiality, and to limit those designations to material
that qualifies as confidential material under our rules. In the future, a company’s repeated failure
to carefully designate confidential material may well rise to the level of violating the good faith
requirement in our rules.” 72 Here, despite the ALJ’s clear warning in 2015, PacifiCorp again
seeks to protect high-level summary information as confidential without any basis for doing so.
5.

Redaction 6: Slide 9, Conclusions and Next Steps, Second Bullet, Cost
Effectiveness of Jim Bridger Units 1 and 2

This redaction conveys the same type of information as shown in the general PVRR(d)
results in Redaction 1; specifically, the redaction conceals the cost-effectiveness of retiring Jim
Bridger units 1 and 2 in 2022. PacifiCorp never addressed this redaction with any specificity,
thus the basis for withholding the designated information is unclear. As explained above,
PVRR(d) results are not used in day-to-day transactions, nor does their disclosure otherwise

71

LC 57, Ruling at p. 2 (Mar. 3, 2015); LC 57, Ruling at pp. 1–2 (Jan. 9, 2015). The challenged
information included the results of economic analyses, including PVRR(d), related to
PacifiCorp’s Craig and Hayden power plants. LC 57, PacifiCorp’s Resp. to Sierra Club’s Mot.
Challenging the Company’s Confidential Designation at p. 5 (Sept. 5, 2014) (broadly claiming
that publicly disclosing PVRR(d) would harm the company).
72
LC 57, Ruling at p. 3 (Mar. 3, 2015).
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threaten serious economic harm. As with Redaction 1, Redaction 6 does not qualify for
protection as a trade secret.
Finally, though PacifiCorp failed to carry its burden of proof, Sierra Club attaches as
Exhibit C the declaration of Dr. Jeremy Fisher, which Sierra Club submitted in Public Records
Act litigation in Washington before a Thurston County, state superior court. Dr. Fisher’s
declaration underscored the specious nature of PacifiCorp’s unsupported claims that publicly
disclosing the challenged information would cause PacifiCorp cognizable harm. As Dr. Fisher
testified, for example, investor-owned utilities across the country regularly disclose to the public
information identical to PVRR(d), and they have done so while actively using the information to
make resource decisions. 73 Though the Washington superior court ultimately ruled that Sierra
Club’s public records request was governed by a Washington Utility and Transportation
Commission-specific statute, and thus was not within the scope of the Washington Public
Records Act, the court nevertheless found—based on an analysis of each redaction—that the
public interest strongly favored disclosure and that PacifiCorp would not suffer substantial and
irreparable harm if any of the withheld information were revealed. 74
Because PacifiCorp has failed to meet its burden of proof, the Commission must issue an
order directing PacifiCorp to publicly disclose the redacted information in the June 28, 2018
PowerPoint presentation.

73

Decl. of Jeremy Fisher in Supp. of Def. Sierra Club’s Br. Opposing PacifiCorp’s Mot. for
Final Declaratory Relief and Permanent Injunction ¶¶ 11–27 (Aug. 24, 2018) (attached as
Exhibit C).
74
PacifiCorp v. State Utilities and Transp. Comm’n, No. 18-2-03640-34 (Wash. Super. Ct. Sept.
7, 2018).
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D.

The Commission’s Rule Governing Protective Orders Governs This Request for
Reconsideration.
Commission rules allow parties to seek rehearing before the Commission of “[d]ecisions

by the ALJ regarding protective orders”: “Decisions by the ALJ regarding protective orders may
be appealed to the Commission under OAR 860-001-0720.” 75 Under Oregon Administrative
Rule 860-001-0720, a party may seek Commission review by filing an application within 60
days of the decision at issue. 76 Nothing in that rule, or otherwise, requires a party to first seek an
ALJ’s permission. Rather, Commission rules explicitly make certification optional: a party
“may request that the ALJ certify an ALJ’s written or oral ruling for the Commission’s
consideration.” 77 By contrast, and as the next sentence provides, should a party elect to seek
certification, it “must request certification . . . within 15 days of the date of service of the ruling
or date of the oral ruling.” 78 The use of “may” in the first sentence and the use of “must” in the
second sentence is purposeful—the structure clearly directs that if a party chooses to request
certification, it must do so within 15 days.
Here, as required by the Commission rules, Sierra Club has timely filed within 60 days a
request for review of the ALJ’s August 7, 2018 ruling, a decision “regarding [a] protective
order” for which review is explicitly available before the Commission. 79 Sierra Club, therefore,
has properly applied to the Commission for review.
Sierra Club understands that this is a unique situation. The Commission rarely orders a
utility to produce and present an analytical study at the end of an IRP proceeding. The
75

Or. Admin. R. 860-001-0080(1).
Id. 860-001-0720(1).
77
Id. 860-001-0110(1) (emphasis added).
78
Id. (emphasis added).
79
Id. 860-001-0080(1) (“Decisions by the ALJ regarding protective orders may be appealed to
the Commission under OAR 860-001-0720.”), 860-001-0720(1) (party has 60 days to apply for
reconsideration).
76
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Commission’s decision to do so here, however, supports a conclusion that the Commission, not
an ALJ, must ensure that PacifiCorp has fully complied with the final order in LC 67, including
whether PacifiCorp improperly shielded all of the high-level results of the coal analysis from the
public. Specifically, the Commission ordered: “PacifiCorp is directed to perform the system
optimizer runs for each coal unit and a base case and provide the results to the parties in LC 67
by June 30, 2018, and Staff to update the Commission prior to June of any delays or
difficulties.” 80 “A Commissioner workshop will be scheduled to review this analysis once it is
complete.” 81 No stakeholder in LC 67 ever imagined that the high-level results of this
Commission-ordered study would be kept confidential and not disclosed to the public.
The Commission’s obligation to review the propriety of PacifiCorp’s redactions in this
instance is different than the type of authority the Commission has delegated to ALJs. An ALJ
may take action consistent with twelve enumerated duties, each of which allows an ALJ to
control the conduct of the ongoing proceedings before it. 82 An ALJ, for example, may
(1) regulate how a proceeding progresses, (2) make evidentiary rulings, (3) supervise and control
discovery, (4) issue a protective order to limit disclosure of confidential information, (5) certify a
question to the Commission for consideration and disposition, and (6) decide procedural matters;
but it may not “grant . . . contested motions to dismiss or other contested motions that involve
final determination of the proceedings.” 83
Here, the coal analysis was not produced during the course of an ongoing proceeding
before the ALJ; as such, this request for reconsideration will not interfere with the ALJ’s ability
to control, and ensure the efficiency of, its proceedings. Rather, in light of evidence that at least
80

LC 67, Order 18-138 at p. 13.
Id. at 12.
82
Or. Admin. R. 860-001-0090(1).
83
Id.
81
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some of PacifiCorp’s coal plants might not be economic, the Commission ordered PacifiCorp to
prepare the coal analysis at the conclusion of the 2017 IRP. The Commission explicitly retained
control over that process, including the study’s development 84 and its subsequent review at a
Commission-led workshop. 85 In this context, the propriety of the redactions falls squarely within
the Commission’s purview.
Therefore, Sierra Club’s timely application for rehearing is properly before the
Commission.
IV.

CONCLUSION

Based on the above, Sierra Club respectfully requests that the Commission issue an order
directing PacifiCorp to publicly disclose the information shielded by each of the contested
redactions in the June 28, 2018 PowerPoint presentation. Sierra Club further requests that the
Commission clarify that, under the Commission’s general protective order, information may only
be designated as confidential if the designating party proves based on specific well-established
and sound legal analysis that the information warrants protection under Oregon law.
Respectfully submitted this 28th day of September, 2018.

/s/ Gloria D. Smith
Gloria D. Smith
Sierra Club Environmental Law Program
2101 Webster Street, Suite 1300
Oakland, CA 94612
(415) 977-5532
gloria.smith@sierraclub.org
Attorney for Sierra Club

84

LC 67, Order 18-138 at p. 13 (directing PacifiCorp “to update the Commission prior to June of
any delays or difficulties” in completing Commission-ordered coal analysis).
85
Id. at 12 (“A Commissioner workshop will be scheduled to review this analysis once it is
complete.”).
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Exhibit A

June 29, 2018
VIA ELECTRONIC FILING
AND OVERNIGHT DELIVERY
Public Utility Commission of Oregon
201 High Street SE, Suite 100
Salem, OR 97301-3398
Attn: Filing Center
RE:

LC 67—PacifiCorp’s Compliance Filing

PacifiCorp d/b/a Pacific Power provides the enclosed information in compliance with Order No.
18-138.
On April 27, 2018, the Public Utility Commission of Oregon (Commission) issued Order No. 18138 in docket LC 67 (Order), PacifiCorp’s 2017 Integrated Resource Plan (IRP). As part of the
Order, the Commission directed PacifiCorp to “perform 25 system optimizer (SO) runs, one for
each coal unit and a base case” and provide the results to the parties in LC 67 by June 30, 2018.1
Consistent with that directive, PacifiCorp is filing its unit-by-unit coal analysis (Coal Analysis).
PacifiCorp performed 23 system optimizer runs that included a reference case and a run for each
coal unit that does not have a retirement date earlier than December 31, 2022 in the reference
case; Naughton Unit 3 and Cholla Unit 4 have earlier retirement date assumptions of January 30,
2019 and December 31, 2020 in the reference case and were not included in the Coal Analysis.
PacifiCorp also presented this analysis to stakeholders at a confidential session of its June 28,
2018 2019 IRP public input meeting, including parties in both docket LC 67 and docket LC 70.
Per the Order, PacifiCorp addressed the three required components of the Coal Analysis. The
first two items, a table of the difference in present-value revenue requirement resulting from
early retirement of each unit, and a list of coal units that would free up transmission along the
path from the proposed Wyoming wind projects if retired, are addressed in the confidential
presentation included in this filing. The third item, an itemized list of coal unit retirement cost
assumptions used in each SO run, can be found in the confidential workpapers for each unit.
As explained in PacifiCorp’s comments in LC 67,2 PacifiCorp cautions that the results of this
Coal Analysis do not provide a complete, portfolio-level view of the economics of PacifiCorp’s
coal portfolio. The simplistic nature of the Coal Analysis provides limited insight into a leastcost, least-risk resource portfolio but can inform further work with stakeholders in the 2019 IRP
process with regard to PacifiCorp’s economic modeling of its coal fleet.
1

In the Matter of PacifiCorp d/b/a Pacific Power, 2017 Integrated Resource Plan, Docket No. LC 67, Order No.
18-138 at 12 (Apr. 27, 2018).
2
See PacifiCorp’s letter filed June 25, 2018, in docket LC 67.

LC 67
Public Utility Commission of Oregon
June 29, 2018
Page 2
PacifiCorp looks forward to additional engagement with stakeholders during the 2019 IRP public
input process.
Please direct any questions on this filing to Natasha Siores, Manager, Regulatory Affairs, at
(503) 813-6583.
Sincerely,

Etta Lockey
Vice President, Regulation
Enclosures

PacifiCorp
Unit-by-Unit Coal Studies Presentation
2019 IRP Public Input Meeting
June 28, 2018

Unit-by-Unit Coal Studies
Confidential Workshop
2019 IRP Public Input Meeting - June 28, 2018

CONFIDENTIAL—SUBJECT TO PROTECTIVE ORDER OR NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT/EXEMPT FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE
Note, the enclosed materials include information that is designated as confidential and is subject to confidentiality protection, including but not
limited to:
• Business Confidential under Utah Code Ann. § 63G-2-305(2)(a)(b) and under Wyo. Stat. § 16-4-202, et. al. The
information is also exempt from disclosure pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 9-340d and 74-107, et. al.
• Confidential under California Public Utilities Commission General Order 66-D as described in the declaration provided
to the Office of Ratepayer Advocates.
1 • Confidential under Oregon Administrative Rule 860-001-0070.
• Confidential under Washington Administrative Code 480-07-160.

OPUC Coal Study Requirement
• In its 2017 IRP acknowledgement order (Order No. 18-138), the Public Utility Commission of
Oregon (OPUC) established requirements for additional coal-unit analysis, to be provided by June
30, 2018, as set forth below.
• PacifiCorp agrees to perform 25 System Optimizer (SO) model runs, one for each coal unit and a base case.
• PacifiCorp agrees to summarize results and provide:
•
•
•

a table of the difference in present-value revenue requirement (PVRR) resulting from the early retirement of each unit;
an itemized list of coal unit retirement cost assumptions used in each SO model run; and
a list of coal units that would free up transmission along the path from the proposed Wyoming wind projects if retired.

• These requirements are consistent with OPUC staff data request 65, which was submitted to
PacifiCorp during the 2017 IRP acknowledgement proceeding.
• This data request specified that PacifiCorp should assume a December 2022 retirement date for each
early-retirement run.
• The data request also specified that PacifiCorp should assume Reference Case Regional Haze assumptions
(from the 2017 IRP) that are modified to exclude incremental selective catalytic reduction costs for Jim
Bridger, Hunter, and Huntington in the base case.
• In agreeing to perform this analysis, PacifiCorp explained that:
•
•
•

the studies will not provide a complete, portfolio-level view of the economics of the company’s coal portfolio;
the structure of the analysis requested by staff would not capture the system-cost impact that would result from retiring
more than one facility; and
results from these studies would therefore provide limited insight into a least-cost, least-risk resource portfolio.

• Recognizing PacifiCorp’s concerns outlined above, the Utah Public Service Commission in its 2017
IRP acknowledgment order in Docket No. 17-035-16 states “we find that additional analysis will be
helpful only if it supplements, rather than replaces, the type of coal plant modeling PacifiCorp
utilized for its 2017 IRP.”

2

System Optimizer
• The System Optimizer (SO) model develops resource portfolios with sufficient
capacity to achieve a target planning-reserve margin (currently set at 13-percent).
• The SO model is configured to select from a broad range of resource alternatives
(i.e., front-office transactions or “FOTs”, demand-side management, direct-load
control, gas-fired generation, renewable generation, storage, etc.) that minimize
present-value revenue requirement (PVRR).
• The SO model performs time-of-day, least-cost dispatch of existing and prospective
resource alternatives for a defined set of system conditions (i.e., resource attributes,
transmission, load, market prices, environmental policies, etc.).
• The SO model does not consider in its dispatch:
•
•
•
•

unit-commitment logic, which captures unit-specific operational limitations;
operating reserve obligations (spin, non-spin, regulating);
granular representation of intra-day system conditions; and
volatility and uncertainty in key system parameters (i.e., load, market prices, hydro
generation, thermal-unit outages)

• The items identified above can be better assessed using the Planning and Risk
model (PaR).
• PaR, configured with resource portfolios established by the SO model, is
traditionally used in the IRP to evaluate the relative cost and risk among different
resource portfolios under different system conditions.
3

Coal Unit Retirement Assumptions
• Coal unit retirement cost assumptions are included
with the confidential work papers supporting the
modeling results summarized on the previous slide.
• Run-rate cost-and-performance assumptions for each coal
unit specific to each SO model run.
• SO model results summarizing changes in the resource
portfolio and annual system costs by year.

• Confidential work papers will be provided to
interested stakeholders who either sign a nondisclosure agreement or under applicable
confidentiality rules in jurisdictions where a docket has
been opened.
6

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that I electronically filed a true and correct copy of PacifiCorp’s Compliance
Filing on the parties listed below via email and overnight delivery in compliance with
OAR 860-001-0180.
Service List
LC 67
ALLIANCE OF WESTERN ENERGY CONSUMERS
BRADLEY MULLINS (C)
TYLER C PEPPLE (C)
MOUNTAIN WEST ANALYTICS
DAVISON VAN CLEVE
1750 SW HARBOR WAY STE 450
1750 SW HARBOR WAY STE 450
PORTLAND, OR 97201
PORTLAND, OR 97204
brmullins@mwanalytics.com
tcp@dvclaw.com
COALTION LC 67
NANCY ESTEB
PO BOX 490
CARLSBORG, WA 98324
esteb44@centurylink.net

JOHN LOWE
RENEWABLE ENERGY COALITION
12050 SW TREMONT ST
PORTLAND, OR 97225-5430
jravenesanmarcos@yahoo.com

IRION A SANGER (C)
SANGER LAW PC
1117 SE 53RD AVE
PORTLAND OR 97215
irion@sanger-law.com
NATIONAL GRID
NATHAN SANDVIG
NATIONAL GRID USA
205 SE SPOKANE ST, STE 300
PORTLAND, OR 97202
nathan.sandvig@nationalgrid.com

JACK STODDARD
MORGAN LEWIS & BOCKIUS
ONE MARKET
SPEAR STREET TOWER
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94105
fjackson.stoddard@morganlewis.com

NIPPC LC 67
ROBERT D KAHN
NORTHWEST & INTERMOUTAIN POWER
PRODUCERS COALITION
PO BOX 504
MERCER ISLAND, WA 98040
rkahn@nippc.org
SIDNEY VILLANUEVA (C)
SANGER LAW, PC
1117 SE 53RD AVE
PORTLAND, OR 97215
sidney@sanger-law.com
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STEVE KNUDSEN (C)
NIPPC
2015 SE SALMON ST
PORTLAND OR 97214
sknudsen@nippc.org

NW ENERGY COALITION
WENDY GERLITZ (C)
NW ENERGY COALITION
1205 SE FLAVEL
PORTLAND, OR 97202
wendy@nwenergy.org

FRED HEUTTE (C)
NW ENERGY COALITION
PO BOX 40308
PORTLAND, OR 97240-0308
fred@nwenergy.org
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OREGON DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
550 CAPITOL ST NE
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diane.broad@state.or.us
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OREGON DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
1162 COURT ST NE
SALEM, OR 97301-4096
jesse.d.ratcliffe@doj.state.or.us

WENDY SIMONS (C)
OREGON DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
550 CAPITOL ST NE 1ST FL
SALEM, OR 97301
wendy.simons@oregon.gov
OREGON CITIZENS UTILITY BOARD
OREGON CITIZENS' UTILITY BOARD
610 SW BROADWAY, STE 400
PORTLAND, OR 97205
dockets@oregoncub.org

MICHAEL GOETZ (C)
OREGON CITIZENS' UTILITY BOARD
610 SW BROADWAY STE 400
PORTLAND, OR 97205
mike@oregoncub.org

ROBERT JENKS (C)
OREGON CITIZENS' UTILITY BOARD
610 SW BROADWAY STE 400
PORTLAND, OR 97205
bob@oregoncub.org
PACIFICORP LC 67
PACIFICORP, DBA PACIFIC POWER
825 NE MULTNOMAH ST, STE 2000
PORTLAND, OR 97232
oregondockets@pacificorp.com

MATTHEW MCVEE
PACIFIC POWER
825 NE MULTNOMAH STE 1800
PORTLAND, OR 97232
matthew.mcvee@pacificorp.com

ETTA LOCKEY (C)
PACIFIC POWER
825 NE MULTNOMAH ST., STE 2000
PORTLAND, OR 97232
etta.lockey@pacificorp.com
PGE LC 67
FRANCO ALBI
PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC
121 SW SALMON ST, 1WTC0702
PORTLAND, OR 97204
franco.albi@pgn.com

PATRICK G HAGER
PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC
121 SW SALMON ST 1WTC0306
PORTLAND, OR 97204
pge.opuc.filings@pgn.com
patrick.hager@pgn.com
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V. DENISE SAUNDERS
PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC
121 SW SALMON ST 1WTC1301
PORTLAND, OR 97204
denise.saunders@pgn.com
RENEWABLE NW LC 67
RENEWABLE NORTHWEST
421 SW 6TH AVE., STE. 975
PORTLAND, OR 97204
dockets@renewablenw.org

MICHAEL O'BRIEN (C)
RENEWABLE NORTHWEST
421 SW 6TH AVENUE STE. 975
PORTLAND, OR 97204
michael@renewablenw.org

SILVIA TANNER (C)
RENEWABLE NORTHWEST
421 SW 6TH AVE, STE 975
PORTLAND, OR 97204
silvia@renewablenw.org
ROBERT J. PROCTER
BOB PROCTER
PROCTOR ECONOMICS
proctereconomics@gmail.com
SIERRA CLUB
ANA BOYD (C)
SIERRA CLUB
2101 WEBSTER ST STE 1300
OAKLAND, CA 94612
ana.boyd@sierraclub.org

CESIA KEARNS
SIERRA CLUB
1821 SE ANKENY ST
PORTLAND OR 97214
cesia.kearns@sierraclub.org

GLORIA D SMITH (C)
SIERRA CLUB LAW PROGRAM
2101 WEBSTER ST STE 1300
OAKLAND, CA 94612
gloria.smith@sierraclub.org
STAFF LC 67
CAROLINE MOORE (C)
PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION OF
OREGON
PO BOX 1088
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JUSTICE
1162 COURT ST NE
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Dated June 29, 2018.
_____________________________
Jennifer Angell
Supervisor, Regulatory Operations
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that I filed a true and correct copy of PacifiCorp’s Compliance Filing filed in
docket LC 67 on the parties listed below via electronic mail and overnight delivery in
compliance with OAR 860-001-0180.
Service List
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SIERRA CLUB
ANA BOYD
SIERRA CLUB
2101 WEBSTER ST STE 1300
OAKLAND, CA 94612
ana.boyd@sierraclub.org

GLORIA D SMITH
SIERRA CLUB LAW PROGRAM
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 EXPEDITE (if filing within 5 court
days of hearing)
 No Hearing Set
X Hearing is set:
Date: Friday, September 7, 2018
Time: 9:00 A.M.
Judge/Calendar: Schaller

5
6
7
8
9
10

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON
FOR THURSTON COUNTY

11
12

PACIFICORP D/B/A PACIFIC POWER
& LIGHT COMPANY,

13
Plaintiff,
14
15
16
17
18
19

vs.

No. 18-2-03640-34
DECLARATION OF JEREMY FISHER IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT SIERRA
CLUB’S BRIEF OPPOSING
PACIFICORP’S MOTION FOR FINAL
DECLARATORY RELIEF AND
PERMANENT INJUNCTION

WASHINGTON UTILITIES AND
TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION, a
Washington state agency and SIERRA
CLUB,
Defendants.

20
21
22
23

I, Jeremy I. Fisher, under penalty of perjury of the laws of the State of Washington, declare
as follows:
1. I submit this declaration on behalf of Sierra Club in support of Sierra Club’s motion to

24

allow disclosure of information held by the Washington Utilities and Transport Commission

25

(“WUTC”) relating to an analysis conducted by PacifiCorp (d.b.a. “Pacific Power” or

26
DECLARATION OF JEREMY FISHER IN SUPPORT
OF DEFENDANT SIERRA CLUB’S BRIEF OPPOSING
PACIFICORP’S MOTION FOR FINAL DECLARATORY
RELIEF AND PERMANENT INJUNCTION

1

Smith & Dietrich Law Offices PLLC
400 Union Ave SE, Suite 200
Olympia, WA 98501
360-918-7230

1

“Company”) regarding the economic condition of that Company’s coal fleet (the “Coal

2

Analysis”). The results of the Company’s analysis are very much in the public interest, and long

3

overdue. Those results would be the first time that the Company’s ratepayers would be provided

4

the opportunity to understand whether their public utility monopoly is acting competitively, and

5

if actions, expenditures, and statements by that Company reflect economic realities.

6

2. I am employed as a Senior Strategy and Technical Advisor at the Sierra Club, where I

7

work across the United States on a wide variety of electricity system planning issues. I received

8

my undergraduate degrees in Geology and Geography from the University of Maryland, and a

9

masters and doctorate in Geological Studies from Brown University, where I studied the impacts

10

of climate change as quantitatively observed from satellite platforms. After conducting

11

postdoctoral research on the impacts of Hurricane Katrina and carbon flows in the Amazon

12

basin, I joined Synapse Energy Economics (“Synapse”) as a technical consultant on energy and

13

environmental issues.

14

3. From 2007 to 2017, I worked as a consultant at Synapse, where I worked on behalf of

15

multiple public interest entities and both state and federal regulators. I provided consulting

16

services for a wide variety of public sector and public interest clients, including the U.S.

17

Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”), the National Association of Regulatory Utility

18

Commissioners, the National Association of State Utility Consumer Advocates , National Rural

19

Electric Cooperative Association, the energy offices and public utility commissions of Alaska,

20

Arkansas, Michigan, and Utah, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Tennessee Valley Authority

21

Office of Inspector General, the California Division of Ratepayer Advocates, the California

22

Energy Commission, the Regulatory Assistance Project, the Western Grid Group, the Union of

23

Concerned Scientists, Sierra Club, Earthjustice, Natural Resources Defense Council, and other

24

organizations. I’ve provided testimony on energy system economics and generation resource

25

planning in twenty-six electricity planning and general rate case dockets in seventeen

26

jurisdictions, including California, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana,
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Nevada, New Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Puerto Rico, Utah, Washington, Wisconsin,

2

and Wyoming.

3

4. I have extensive experience in evaluating and developing electric utility resource

4

planning processes, and have engaged in dozens of resource planning dockets as a stakeholder

5

and analyst. Working on behalf of the Puerto Rico Energy Commission, I developed both the

6

first emergency and final Integrated Resource Planning (“IRP”) rules, and ran the 2015 IRP

7

process, including convening stakeholder meetings and drafting the IRP Order on behalf of the

8

Commission.

9

5. I have provided training to state and federal agencies on resource planning practice and

10

issues, including running two full day seminars with EPA staff from all ten regions and

11

headquarters during the development of the Clean Power Plan. I led an intensive statewide

12

electric utility planning process on behalf of the Michigan Public Service Commission. On

13

behalf of various stakeholders, I’ve tracked and worked on PacifiCorp resource planning issues

14

since 2011. I have provided testimony on PacifiCorp planning issues before the utility

15

Commissions of Washington, Oregon, Utah, and Wyoming.

16

Presentation of Coal Analysis

17

6. On June 26, 2018, PacifiCorp provided a redacted version of a presentation entitled

18

“Unit-by-Unit Coal Studies” to stakeholders in its integrated resource plan (“IRP”) process. The

19

redacted version of the presentation, distributed by email, was provided both to stakeholders in

20

the 2019 IRP.

21

7. It is important to first put into context what the PVRR(d) results in the PowerPoint

22

presentation show. A “present value revenue requirement differential” (PVRR(d), given different

23

titles by other utilities) is a modeling analysis that looks at two different scenarios: a “base case”

24

and a “test case.” The base case looks at the total cost of operating a utility system over an

25

extended period of time, assuming business as usual. The test case changes a variable or

26

assumption – in this case, the expected life of a coal plant – and then runs the model over the
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1

same period. For both cases, the “present value of revenue requirements” (PVRR) is the total

2

utility system cost, discounted to present-day dollars and summed. The PVRR(d) is simply the

3

difference between the PVRR of the base case and the test case. When applied to a coal plant, the

4

PVRR(d) reveals if the continued operation of the plant is in the best interest of customers. A

5

positive PVRR(d) result generally indicates that maintaining the plant is a customer benefit,

6

while a negative PVRR(d) result indicates that customers may realize a benefit through the

7

retirement of the plant. The PVRR(d) is a modeled, aggregate estimate used to evaluate customer

8

costs or benefits. It is not a contract price, it is not a tax basis, it is not a dispatch plan, it is not a

9

business plan, and it does not reveal utility shareholder value. While PVRR(d) is important to

10

consumers and public utility regulators in long-term planning, it is not the type of information

11

that influences day to-day market transactions.

12
13
14
15
16
17

8. PacifiCorp’s Coal Analysis presentation contained six redactions, each of which I address
in order.
a) Present value of revenue requirements difference, or “PVRR(d)” results for each
individual coal plant on page 5;
b) Cost differential for PVRR(d) results at Jim Bridger 1 and 2 without selective
catalytic reduction (“SCR”) equipment on page 5;

18

c) Example cost drivers by year for Jim Bridger 1 on page 7;

19

d) Characterization of general results on page 9; and

20

e) PVRR(d) outcome for the simultaneous retirement of Jim Bridger 1 & 2 on page 9.

21

9. Below, I address each particular designation of trade secrets separately because each

22

raises somewhat different factual grounds on why the redactions cannot be justified based on

23

trade secret, public interest, or customer harm.

24

Redaction 1: Unit-by-Unit PVRR(d) Results, Page 5

25
26

10. Below, I identify reasons why the unit-by-unit PVRR(d) results are not trade secrets. I
also address concerns raised by the Oregon Public Utility Commission Administrative Law
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Judge on August 7, 2018, Mr. Seth Schwartz, Mr. Chad Teply, and Ms. Etta Lockey on behalf of

2

PacifiCorp.

3

Other utilities regularly disclose similar PVRR(d) valuations of existing coal-fired power

4

plants in similar circumstances to PacifiCorp.

5

11. I have personally testified in numerous utility cases where the value of a coal unit, or

6

groups of coal units, were revealed through a similar calculation, and the utility made the

7

economic analyses fully public. In no case has a utility claimed that its release of such

8

information would cause ratepayer loss or damage to the utility. These coal cost disclosures

9

occur across jurisdictions nationwide. Below, I provide a representative sample of cases in which

10

investor-owned utilities provided full disclosure of coal plant value, i.e., the PVRR(d) of coal

11

units for cases in Kansas, Kentucky, Wisconsin, Louisiana, New Mexico, Ohio, Nevada, and

12

Colorado.

13

12. For each of these utilities, I describe the forum and an example of the value(s) disclosed.

14

While other utilities use a different name for what PacifiCorp terms “PVRR(d)”, the meaning in

15

each of these cases is identical to PacifiCorp’s PVRR(d).
13. On February 23, 2011, Kansas City Power and Light (“KCP&L”) submitted an

16
17

application for recovery in rates of costs of environmental compliance obligations at La Cygne

18

Generation Station in Kansas.1 To demonstrate the prudence of installing retrofits at the coal

19

plant, KCP&L conducted a modeling assessment of their fleet, including various scenarios

20

including and excluding coal plants. KCP&L provided unredacted modeling outputs to

21

intervenors, which were then used to inform public testimony. Dr. Ezra Hausman, testifying on

22

behalf of Sierra Club showed the results in a un-redacted figure and stated that “retiring all the

23

coal units could be less costly than the company’s preferred plan of retiring [plant] Montrose

24
25
26

1

Dir. Test. of Ezra D. Hausman, Petition of Kansas Power & Light Co. (No. 11-KCPE-581-PRE) (Kansas Corp.
Comm’n June 3, 2011).
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alone – as much as $400 million less on an NPVRR [net present value of revenue requirements]

2

basis.”2 KCP&L’s NPVRR metric is identical to PacifiCorp’s PVRR(d).
14. On December 5, 2011, Kentucky Power Company (“KPCo”) filed an application for

3
4

approval of its environmental compliance plan at its Big Sandy coal units.3 In its application,

5

KPCo disclosed the valuation of its coal units extensively under multiple scenarios. For example,

6

under the “base” scenario, the KPCo disclosed that “the ‘Retire and Replace Big Sandy Unit 2

7

with a New-Build CC [combined cycle]’ (Option #2) would be more costly than the ‘Retrofit Big

8

Sandy Unit 2 with DFGD [dry flue gas desulfurization]’ (Option #1) over the study period in

9

amounts ranging from +$236 million to +$274 million, depending on the recovery period

10

assumed for the DFGD.”4 KPCo’s case analyses termed “cumulative present worth,” were

11

identical to PacifiCorp’s PVRR(d).

12

15. In addition, KPCo disclosed substantial underlying modeling data publicly, including

13

“forecasted market prices to purchase and transport coal [and] forecasted environmental

14

compliance costs, including the estimated costs to install emission control equipment at various

15

units.”
16. On May 7, 2012, Wisconsin Public Service Corporation’s (“WPSC”) filed an application

16
17

for authority to construct multi-pollutant control technology at Weston Unit 3.5 In direct

18

testimony, WPSC’s planners disclosed the valuation of the Weston 3 unit under a variety of

19

scenarios stating, for example, that “in the Most Likely future, the EGEAS [model] results

20

indicate a reduction in PVRR of $293 million if ReACTTM [environmental control technology] is

21

installed on Weston Unit 3 compared to replacement at the end of 2016.”6 The planners also

22

2

Id. at 14.
Appl. of Kentucky Power Co., Appl. of Kentucky Power Co. for Approval of Its 2011 Envtl. Compliance Plan
(No. 2011-00401) (Kentucky Pub. Util. Comm’n 2011).
4
Dir. Test. of Scott Weaver at 32, Appl. of Kentucky Power Co. for Approval of Its 2011 Environmental
Compliance Plan (No. 2011-00401) (Kentucky Pub. Util. Comm’n Dec. 5, 2011).
5
Dir. Test. of Brandon R. Gerlikowski & Steven J. Daavettila, Appl. of Wisconsin Pub. Serv. Corp. (No. 6690-CE197) (Wisconsin Pub. Serv. Comm’n May 7, 2012).
6
Id. at 15.
3

23
24
25
26
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disclosed a negative valuation, stating that “in the Very Coal Unfriendly future, the EGEAS

2

results indicate an increase in PVRR of $16 million if ReACTTM is installed on Weston Unit 3

3

compared to replacement at the end of 2016.” These “reductions” and “increases” in PVRR are

4

identical to PacifiCorp’s PVRR(d).

5

17. On August 16, 2012, Cleco Power LLC filed an application for authorization to install

6

emissions control equipment at three coal-fired facilities.7 In rebuttal testimony, the company’s

7

Leon Sharp disclosed the value of two coal units, Rodamacher 2 [RPS2] and Dolet Hills

8

[DHPS], showing the “incremental costs in millions” of “install[ing] emissions controls” versus

9

“change case[s to] cease operations at RPS-2 [and] replac[ing] with a 250 MW CCGT [combined

10

cycle gas turbine]” ranging from $54 million to $140 million, or “ceas[ing] operations at DHPS

11

[and] replac[ing] with a 480 MW CCGT” ranging from negative $2 million to $247 million.8 The

12

meaning of these “incremental” costs are identical to PacifiCorp’s PVRR(d).
18. Like various PacifiCorp’s coal units with “illiquid” fuel markets, Dolet Hills Power

13
14

Station was served exclusively by the lignite mine-mouth, Dolet Hills mine. It is now served

15

exclusively by the adjacent lignite Oxbow mine.
19. On December 20, 2013, Public Service New Mexico (“PNM”) filed an application to

16
17

install environmental controls at San Juan Generating Station (“SJGS”) units 1 & 4, and close

18

units 2 & 3. The parties’ resulting testimony produced numerous fleet valuations with and

19

without various PNM coal-fired units. On July 1, 2014, PNM’s Director of Planning and

20

Resources, Patrick O’Connell filed supplemental testimony showing “20 year NPV [net present

21

value]” results for various scenarios, including a scenario in which all four units of SJGS are

22

retrofit with selective catalytic reduction (“SCR”) at a value of $7,640 million, a case where all

23
24
7

25
26

Rebuttal Test. of Richard Leon Sharp, Appl. of Cleco Power, LLC (No. U-32507) (Louisiana Pub. Serv. Comm’n
Mar. 10, 2014 ).
8
Id. at 6.
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four units are shut down at a value of $7,235 million, amongst many other scenarios.9 The simple

2

difference between the value of these two scenarios – a difference in net present value, or

3

PVRR(d) – indicates the relative valuation of San Juan at negative $405 million.

4

20. PNM’s San Juan Generating Station is served exclusively by the San Juan mine. In

5

addition, at the time PNM disclosed the value of the station and its various units, the utility was

6

in active negotiations with mining entities for the extension and contractual terms of the coal

7

mine. PNM did not claim, as PacifiCorp does now, that such disclosures would harm the coal

8

contract negotiation process.

9

21. PNM provided all of the documents and modeling underlying its valuation with no

10

confidentiality designation or request for non-disclosure, with the exception of the terms of a

11

proprietary coal contract. PNM provided publicly its “internally developed market, cost and

12

financial forecasts, including … forecasted market prices to purchase and transport coal;

13

forecasted environmental compliance costs, including the estimated costs to install emission

14

control equipment at various units; forecasted ongoing capital investments required for each unit;

15

[and] forecasted operations and maintenance expenses for each unit.” PNM publicly disclosed all

16

model inputs and outputs that led to the formation of its conclusions, without exception.

17

22. On November 23, 2016, Northern Indiana Public Service Company (“NIPSCO”) filed an

18

application for a certificate of public convenience and necessity for environmental equipment at

19

numerous coal units. 10 With the application, the company filed public modeling results of

20

scenarios where different sets of units were retired or remained in operation. In doing so,

21

NIPSCO published the effective value of sets of units. For example, the company openly

22

published the value of two scenarios with and without Schahfer units 14 and 15 at $12,055

23

million and $11,773 million, respectively,11 readily indicating the value of those units at -$282

24

9

25
26

Supp. Test. of Patrick O’Connell at 6, Appl. of Pub. Serv. Co. of New Mexico (No. 13-00390-UT) (New Mexico
Pub. Regulation Comm’n July 1, 2014).
10
Verified Petition, Verified Petition of Northern Indiana Pub. Serv. Co. for Approval of & a Certificate of Pub.
Convenience & Necessity (No.44872) (Indiana Util. Regulatory Comm’n Nov. 23, 2016).
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1

million on a net present value basis. NIPSCO’s “NPV of Revenue Requirements” is the same as

2

PacifiCorp’s PVRR(d) analysis results.

3

23. On March 2, 2017 Duke Energy Ohio filed an application for an increase in electric

4

distribution rates, including a rider to incorporate the cost and benefits Ohio Valley Electric

5

Corporation (“OVEC”) coal plants in rates.12 With the application, Duke Ohio filed an

6

assessment of the valuation of the OVEC units and Duke’s contract with OVEC. Prior to the

7

submission of intervenor testimony on June 25, 2018, Duke Ohio voluntarily agreed that these

8

values – provided in NPVRR terms – should be deemed public, and allowed for the public

9

disclosure of the OVEC costs. Sierra Club’s public testimony in the case states that “[Duke

10

witness] Mr. [Judah] Rose reports that Duke’s share of OVEC is worth zero dollars excluding

11

sunk costs, and has a present value of negative $77 million when accounting for sunk costs.”13

12

The present value of the OVEC units calculated by Duke’s witness is identical to PacifiCorp’s

13

PVRR(d).

14

24. Duke Ohio operates in the competitive PJM wholesale market, and the OVEC units seek

15

to be competitive in that market as well. In addition, the contract for the OVEC units is currently

16

the subject of bankruptcy litigation between another co-sponsoring utility, FirstEnergy, and

17

OVEC. Unlike PacifiCorp here, Duke Ohio faced both a clear and immediate decision point –

18

weather to include OVEC costs in rates – and argued that it faced an imminent harm if those

19

costs were not included in rates.14 Nonetheless, the utility agreed that the disclosure of the

20

negative plant value was a matter of public interest.

21
22
11

23
24
25
26

Id. Verified Dir. Test. of Daniel L. Douglas at Ex. 5, at 21.
Appl. of Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., Appl. of Duke Energy Ohio, Inc. for an Increase in Electric Distribution Rates
(No. 17-32-EL-AIR) (Ohio Pub. Util. Comm’n Mar. 2, 2017).
13
Dir. Test. of Jeremy Fisher at 7, Appl. of Duke Energy Ohio, Inc. for an Increase in Electric Distribution Rates
(17-32-EL-AIR) (Ohio Pub. Util. Comm’n No. June 25, 2018).
14
Dir. Test. of Steven Fetter in Support of Stipulation at 13, Appl. of Duke Energy Ohio, Inc. for an Increase in
Electric Distribution Rates (No. 17-32-EL-AIR) (Ohio Pub. Util. Comm’n June 6, 2018).
12
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25. On February 16, 2018, NV Energy filed an update to its life span analysis process

2

(“LSAP”) for the North Valmy Generating Station.15 In the LSAP, NV Energy provided a table

3

of scenario costs calculated over 5, 10, 20, and 30 year periods, called “present worth revenue

4

requirements” (“PWRR”). The table identified plant retirement as the least-cost pathway for

5

Valmy 1 in 2019 and replacement with solar energy (“V1 in 19 – PV”), and the cost differential

6

to other scenarios, including the continued operation of the North Valmy plant - $232 million

7

over a 20-year period.16 In NV Energy’s LSAP, the utility lists “PWRR Increase vs. Least Cost,”

8

a metric identical to PacifiCorp’s PVRR(d).

9

26. On June 6, 2018 Xcel Energy Colorado (“Xcel”) filed an update to its 2016 Electric

10

Resource Plan and a 120-day report following an all-source request for proposals.17 In this plan,

11

the utility provided an assessment of the cost for continuing to operate coal-fired units at

12

Comanche 1 & 2 (the “BAU”), and compared those costs against a scenario where the coal units

13

are retired early. In a public table, Xcel disclosed that the “Delta from BAU” for the early

14

retirement scenario was -$298 million NPV [net present value] 2016-2038.18 In other words,

15

consumers were better off in an early retirement scenario by $298 million on a net present value

16

basis. Xcel’s “delta” NPV is a metric identical to PacifiCorp’s PVRR(d).

17

27. In all of the above proceedings, an investor owned utility disclosed to the public specific

18

coal plant economic analyses identical to the analyses PacifiCorp now claims are proprietary

19

trade secrets. In many cases, the study results were unflattering to existing coal plants. Yet in no

20

instance did the utility redact and then qualify the revenue requirement numbers with disclaimers

21

and caveats as PacifiCorp has done here. On the contrary, the whole point of the above

22
23
24
25
26

15

Lifespan Analysis Process, Sierra Pacific Power Co. d/b/a NV Energy’s Triennial Integrated Res. Plan; Valmy
LSAP Compliances (No. 16-07001) (Nevada Pub. Util. Comm’n Feb. 16, 2018).
16
Id. at 25.
17
Public Serv. 120-Day Report, In the Matter of the Appl. of Pub. Serv. Co. of Colorado for Approval of Its 2016
Electric Res. Plan (No. 16A-0396E) (Colorado Pub. Util Comm’n (June 6, 2018).
18
Id.at 70.
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1

proceedings was to facilitate an open process on coal plant economics so that the various state

2

utility commissions could base their final decisions on publicly available evidence.
28. Ms. Lockey’s statement that “PacifiCorp has consistently designated similar coal analysis

3
4

confidential, in both prior IRP proceedings and ratemaking proceedings” is incorrect.19

5

PacifiCorp itself has disclosed information similar in nature to the PVRR(d) results, when it

6

deems such disclosures advantageous. In its 2013 IRP, PacifiCorp revealed which coal-fired

7

power plants would be uneconomic to operate under different assumed futures for gas and

8

carbon regulations.20 During the development of the 2017 IRP, PacifiCorp publicly provided

9

draft PVRR(d) results on two coal-fired units, Naughton 3 and Craig 1, stating that “system costs

10

are reduced when Naughton 3 [coal unit] and Craig 1 [coal unit] are assumed to retire instead of

11

converting to natural gas” in 2017 and 2025, respectively.21 The Company disclosed that under

12

the modeled circumstances, the value of retiring Naughton 3 and Craig 1 was between $79 and

13

$112 million. Finally, the 2017 IRP Update selectively reports the PVRR(d) impacts of installing

14

SCR and retiring Dave Johnston Unit 322 and Jim Bridger 1 & 2,23 and the retirement benefit of

15

Naughton 324 and Cholla 4.25

16

PacifiCorp is making no resource decisions on the basis of the results
29. According to PacifiCorp, “results from these studies…provide limited insight into a least-

17
18

cost, least-risk resource portfolio,”26 and “no specific resource decisions are being made at this

19

time.”27 Because the Company has disclaimed the results of the analysis and is not using the

20

PowerPoint to support specific resource decisions, the PVRR(d) results cannot reasonably be

21
22
23
24
25
26

19

Lockey Decl.¶ 19.
PacifiCorp, 2013 Integrated Res. Plan Vol. 2 at 163-180 (April 30, 2013).
21
PacifiCorp, 2017 Integrated Res. Plan Pub. Input Meeting 8 at 20( Mar. 2-3, 2017).
22
PacifiCorp, 2017 Integrated Res. Plan Update at 73 (May 1, 2018).
23
Id. at 74.
24
Id. at 78.
25
Id. at p. 80.
26
PacifiCorp, Unit-by-Unit Coal Studies Presentation at 2 (June 28, 2018).
27
Id. at 9.
20
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said to provide economic value to any other party. Such economic value could only be rendered

2

if the Company supported the PVRR(d) results, the results could be expected to inform specific

3

actions, the study results were not otherwise readily discernable, and the PVRR(d) results could

4

be expected to provide a benefit to competitors or vendors at the expense of the Company.

5

30. In my opinion, the PVRR(d) results are already discernable from public information, and

6

such analogous results are likely already employed by competitors or vendors doing business

7

with the Company.
Little or No Potential Economic Value of PVRR(d) Results

8
9

31. In my professional opinion, the findings of Oregon Public Utility Commission

10

Administrative Law Judge, the declarations of PacifiCorp consultant Mr. Seth Schwartz, and

11

PacifiCorp employees Ms. Etta Lockey and Mr. Chad Teply largely failed to identify specific,

12

concrete examples of harm to PacifiCorp’s customers, and failed to identify meaningful

13

instances of actual or potential economic value to counterparties, competitors, or vendors. I could

14

find only one credible instance in which a specific type of result could, in very narrow

15

circumstances, be harnessed by a counterparty, and in that instance due diligence on the part of

16

the counterparty likely would already have provided comparable information.
32. Together, the Oregon ALJ, Mr. Schwartz, Ms. Lockey, and Mr. Teply provide five

17
18

examples instances which they claim PacifiCorp’s findings could provide competitive advantage

19

to a counterparty. These instances are:
a) A coal supplier or rail transportation provider might seek to “calculate the alternative cost

20
21

of coal available to PacifiCorp,”28 “maximize the cost of rail transportation which could

22

be charged to PacifiCorp,”29 or “unfavorably influence pricing, terms, and conditions” for

23

goods and services.30

24
28

25
26

Schwartz Decl. ¶ 7.
Id. at ¶ 9.
30
Teply Decl. ¶ 14.
29
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1

b) “The market impact of releasing this confidential information could include an increase

2

in power prices,”31 because “power market participants could interpret the results of the

3

Coal Analysis to expect earlier retirement dates for PacifiCorp’s coal units than currently

4

projected;”32

5

c) A contractor building equipment to meet environmental mandates could be favored in

6

contract negotiations because “they will essentially know PacifiCorp’s bottom-line

7

negotiating position;”33
d) PacifiCorp’s labor force might seek “better future job prospects” if they face uncertainty

8

regarding future employment;34 and

9

e) The disclosure could influence “negotiations amongst agencies, regulators and

10
11

stakeholders when determining appropriate compliance timelines” for environmental

12

compliance obligations.35

13

33. I can only identify one instance in which a counterparty or competitor could harness a

14

specific PVRR(d) result to the detriment of PacifiCorp customers, and the detriment could only

15

occur under a narrow set of circumstances not covered by the vast majority of the PVRR(d)

16

results, and is likely rendered moot by reasonable counterparty due diligence. Specifically, a

17

coal operator that has physically exclusive monopoly to provide coal (i.e. minemouth) with

18

PacifiCorp as the operator might be able to harness positive economic results to increase coal

19

prices. Of PacifiCorp’s 22 coal units, only seven units were analyzed that potentially fall into this

20

category (Jim Bridger 1-4, Naughton 1,2, and Wyodak). PacifiCorp failed to identify how a

21

negative valuation at any of those units would be of incremental value to a vendor.

22
23
31

24
25
26

Lockey Decl. ¶ 26.
Schwartz Decl. ¶ 9.
33
Teply Decl. ¶ 12.; Lockey Decl. ¶ 27.
34
Schwartz Decl. ¶ 11.
35
Teply Decl. ¶ 11.
32
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1

34. In my experience, any counterparty to PacifiCorp with the ability to impact consumer

2

costs has enough resources and sophistication to perform basic due diligence when negotiating

3

multi-million dollar contracts. The technology and data to replicate PacifiCorp’s findings at a

4

broad scale are generally available to sophisticated market participants. Market power prices,

5

coal prices, the performance and output of generation units, and estimates of operational costs

6

are all publicly available, and form the basis of fundamental due diligence. The only unique

7

aspect of PacifiCorp’s analysis is that it was performed by PacifiCorp, rather than a third party.
35. Sierra Club is a non-profit public interest group, and yet we regularly perform similar

8
9

fundamental market intelligence and due diligence using public data sources.

10

36. On April 3, 2018 Sierra Club commissioned one such due diligence report from Energy

11

Strategies (Attachment A), a Utah-based energy consultancy. Sierra Club asked Energy

12

Strategies to perform an independent valuation of PacifiCorp’s coal-fired units using exclusively

13

publicly available information. Energy Strategies performed this evaluation using data collected

14

by federal agencies, including the Energy Information Administration, Environmental Protection

15

Agency, and Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, as well as limited data made available by

16

PacifiCorp in prior proceedings. Sierra Club released the report publicly on June 27, 2018.36

17
18

37. For its own edification, Sierra Club encourages the Court to compare the results of the
Energy Strategies report to those in the Coal Analysis Power Point.
38. PacifiCorp asserts numerous times that the analysis is “preliminary,” “incomplete,” and

19
20

“limited.”37 It is my opinion that contractual counterparties would not rely on an analysis

21

disclosed by PacifiCorp to be incomplete or erroneous.
39. PacifiCorp omitted that the results of the PVRR(d) analysis become stale over time – in

22
23

some cases very quickly – and thus lose their financial and commercial value. Analyst

24
36

25
26

Energy Strategies. PacifiCorp Coal Unit Valuation Study: A Unit-by-Unit Cost Analysis of PacifiCorp’s CoalFired Generation Fleet (June 20, 2018).
37
Lockey Decl. ¶ 24.
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1

projections of market price projections change rapidly, as do PacifiCorp’s projections of fuel

2

costs and budgets. Thus, PVRR(d) results are indicative, and often not absolute.

3

40. Mr. Schwartz’s assertion that coal suppliers “will use the disclosed information to

4

calculate the alternative cost of coal available to PacifiCorp,”38 is without merit or basis. First,

5

PacifiCorp and most other regional coal-fired power plants report all of their delivered costs of

6

fuel to the Energy Information Administration in public Form 923. The “alternative costs of

7

coal” are publicly known. Secondly, PacifiCorp’s “alternative” tested in the Coal Analysis are

8

not alternative coal supplies, but non-coal based energy. Mr. Schwartz’s assessment is deeply off

9

the mark.
41. Mr. Schwartz’s opinion that “power market participants could interpret the results of the

10
11

Coal Analysis to expect earlier retirement dates for PacifiCorp’s coal units than currently

12

projected,” and thus exert power over PacifiCorp is also without merit. PacifiCorp’s energy

13

purchases represent a relatively small amount of energy transacted by a large number of sellers

14

in a very fluid market.

15

42. According to public filings before the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission,

16

PacifiCorp purchased power from over 200 different power producers and marketers in 2017,

17

amounting to 14,000,000 MWh of net purchases.39 In 2017, those 200+ entities sold more than

18

185,000,000 MWh of energy to numerous utilities, including PacifiCorp. Therefore, PacifiCorp

19

represents less than eight percent (8%) of market transacted energy purchases of those sellers

20

alone, much less other regional entities.

21

43. The earlier closure of a single PacifiCorp unit, or even set of units, is unlikely to

22

substantially influence regional market prices. For example, PacifiCorp’s largest single generator

23

by energy, Hunter 3, produced 2,800,000 MWh in 2017, or about one and a half percent (1.5%)

24

of all energy transacted by the market participants with which PacifiCorp did business.

25

38
39

26

Schwartz Decl. ¶ 7.
FERC Form 1, 2017.
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44. Mr. Teply’s opinion that contractors who supply and install emission control equipment

1
2

“will have an advantage in negotiating the price, terms, and conditions for their services,” is

3

misleading and irrelevant to the PVRR(d) results. In one analysis, covered under redaction (b),

4

the Company disclosed its assumed cost differential for the installation or non-installation of

5

Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) equipment at Jim Bridger units 1 and 2. I address if

6

redaction (b) is reasonably considered trade secret below. There is no meaningful information

7

that could be exacted by a contractor from the absolute PVRR(d) values without that differential.
45. Out of the 22 units assessed in the PVRR(d) analysis, PacifiCorp is only reviewing two

8
9

units for near-term environmental compliance costs, Jim Bridger 1 and 2. Like the coal contract

10

concern, PacifiCorp failed to identify how a negative valuation at any of those units would be of

11

incremental value to a vendor.

12

46. Mr. Schwartz’s assertion that “uncertainty regarding future employment [may] cause

13

workers to move for better future job prospects,”40 is an example of the key public interest value

14

of this – and similar – analyses, and reasonable communication between PacifiCorp and its labor

15

force. The results of this analysis were not withheld from regulators, who may independently

16

seek to have PacifiCorp exit non-economic coal plants for the benefit of consumers. Or

17

PacifiCorp may seek to exit non-economic coal plants, finding that the public interest is better

18

served through such action. Under PacifiCorp’s current mode of operation, the affected

19

workforce and surrounding communities are provided no benefit from PacifiCorp’s corporate

20

forward planning.
47. I strongly disagree with Mr. Teply’s assertion that disclosure of the “Coal Analysis could

21
22

harm the public interest in communities where the company’s coal plants are located.”41

23

Withholding information from these communities deeply hinders their opportunity to engage in

24
25

40
41

26

Schwartz Decl. ¶ 7.
Teply Decl. ¶ 16.
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1

reasonable transition planning. PacifiCorp’s desire to control the narrative in dependent

2

communities does not translate into a reasonable public interest. PacifiCorp may decide

3

tomorrow that expedient closure of one or more non-economic units is in the public interest, and

4

the affected communities would have neither warning nor recourse. For example, in December

5

2014, PacifiCorp announced the closure of the Deer Creek mine in Utah, abruptly laying off 182

6

unionized workers with less than a half-year notice.42
48. In contrast to PacifiCorp’s intent of shielding planning from affected employees and

7
8

communities, other utilities work closely with potentially impacted employees well before

9

decisions regarding their future are finalized. For example, Northern Indiana Power Service

10

Company (“NIPSCO”) provided detailed information to potentially affected employees during

11

the development of an integrated resource plan once draft results indicated that four generation

12

units were non-economic relative to alternatives. On September 26, 2016, well before the release

13

18

of the IRP, NIPSCO provided detailed materials to employees stating, in part, the following:
“In a public meeting with our key stakeholders later today in Merrillville, our
Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) team will provide an update on what we believe is
the most viable plan to meet our customers’ future electric demand while also
considering expected operating costs, environmental impacts and other important
related factors.Early analysis indicates that the most viable option for our
customers and the company is to retire four coal-fired generation units at two
stations earlier than we projected in our 2014IRP.While our analysis is pointing
toward this option, our decision is not necessarily final. We will consider
stakeholder input as part of the IRP process, and MISO must approve any requests
for electric generation unit retirements.”43

19

49. Like PacifiCorp’s coal units, the units identified by NIPSCO in their 2016 IRP are in

14
15
16
17

20

rural areas, and provide local employment. Unlike PacifiCorp, NIPSCO chose to engage its

21

communities in transition planning well prior to finalizing decisions.
50. Finally, Mr. Teply’s provides no evidence for his assertion that disclosure of results could

22
23

impact “negotiations amongst agencies, regulators and stakeholders when determining

24
42

25
26

Jasen Lee, PacifiCorp to Close Deer Creek Mine in 2015, Deseret News (Dec. 14, 2014).
Northern Indiana Power Serv. Co., IRP/Electric Generation Strategy: Employee Commc’n Materials (Sept. 26,
2016).
43
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1

appropriate compliance timelines” for environmental regulations.44 I am not aware of any

2

ongoing negotiations with agencies, regulators, or stakeholders with respect to compliance

3

deadlines on any environmental regulation, and Mr. Teply failed to state which negotiations, if

4

any, could be impacted. Mr. Teply provided no evidence that a PVRR(d) result would result in

5

any form of substantial or irreparable harm in negotiations with regulators.

6

Disclosure of the PVRR(d) results is in the public interest
51. PacifiCorp’s customers, communities near the coal plants, communities impacted by the

7
8

pollution from the coal plants, and clean energy developers all have substantial interests in

9

understanding the economics of the Company’s coal fleet. It would not be in the public’s interest

10

for PacifiCorp to keep this information secret until the time it decides is most advantageous to its

11

shareholders. The IRP process is designed to provide the public with information on the various

12

resource choices its utility is making on its behalf. PacifiCorp is manipulating this pact by

13

picking and choosing the types of information it wants it customers to see and when.

14

52. Energy Strategies found that “eleven of PacifiCorp’s [twenty-two] coal units,

15

representing 2,730 megawatts (MW), are consistently higher cost than replacement energy

16

options, and in many cases substantially so. This reality poses a fundamental question of whether

17

some of PacifiCorp’s coal units are in fact least cost resources.”45

18

53. On June 27, Sierra Club released the Energy Strategies’ report. Since its release, the

19

report has generated over fifteen different news articles in Utah, Wyoming, Montana, Oregon,

20

and the trade press.
54. As PacifiCorp’s Ms. Lockey noted in her declaration, the Coal Analysis is an outcome of

21
22

the 2017 IRP.46 Specifically, parties and the Washington and Oregon commissions were deeply

23

concerned that PacifiCorp had failed to assess the economics of its existing fleet after having

24

44

Teply Decl. ¶ 11.
Energy Strategies. PacifiCorp Coal Unit Valuation Study: A Unit-by-Unit Cost Analysis of PacifiCorp’s CoalFired Generation Fleet at 17 (June 20, 2018).
46
Lockey Decl ¶ 8.
45

25
26
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1

agreed to do so in public meetings in the past. According to Ms. Lockey, “PacifiCorp agreed to

2

provide additional economic analysis,” but the analysis was not voluntary. During a public

3

meeting on December 11, 2017 the Oregon Commission ordered PacifiCorp to provide the Coal

4

Analysis by June 30, 2018, an order which was memorialized in commission Order 18-138 on

5

April 27, 2018.47

6
7

55. Numerous other parties commented to their respective state utility commissions that the
Company’s analysis of its existing coal units in the 2017 IRP was deficient.

8

56. In Washington, Sierra Club, Industrial Customers of Northwest Utilities (“industrial

9

customers”), Northwest Energy Council (“NWEC”), and Renewable Energy Coalition (“REC”)

10

all commented that the Company’s coal plants were a key concern to their members.

11

57. The industrial customers provided comments to the Washington Utilities and Transport

12

Commission (“WUTC”) that “from ICNU’s perspective, the most consequential features of

13

Pacific Power’s 2017 IRP appear to be the Company’s plan for major investments in wind, solar,

14

and associated transmission, with a corresponding move away from investments in coal-fired

15

generation.”48

16

58. Northwest Energy Council commented that “we do not expect that assessing decreased

17

use of the coal fleet or earlier retirement of coal units is a simple matter. But NWEC believes this

18

is a necessity given the substantial capital expenditures at stake and the path dependence of

19

future resource development and system management based on those choices. It will be much

20

harder to achieve our reliability, clean energy, climate and system cost goals over time if the full

21

range of possibilities for transitioning away from coal dependence is not considered now.”49

22
23
47

24
25
26

Order 18-138, In the Matter of PacifiCorp 2017 IRP (No. LC 67) (Oregon Pub. Util. Comm’n April 27, 2018).
Comments of Indus. Customers of Northwest Util., PacifiCorp 2017 IRP (No. UE-160353) (Washington Util. and
Transp. Comm’n June 16, 2017).
49
Comments of NW Energy Coalition, PacifiCorp 2017 IRP (No. UE-160353) (Washington Util. and Transp.
Comm’n June 16, 2017).
48
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1

59. Renewable Energy Coalition commented to the WUTC that “Sierra Club’s expert

2

acquired the capacity expansion model and identified modeling constraints that the Company

3

never advised the stakeholder group about, such as inputting coal plan unit retirements rather

4

than allowing the model to determine the most reasonable retirement years. There are toggles

5

within the model that allow or restrict certain behaviors that must be verified. Only a non-

6

Company review of the modeling can determine if those toggles have been used. Given the size

7

of the investment at stake, Pacific Power’s modeling needs third-party auditing.”50

8

60. The WUTC issued a final order on PacifiCorp’s 2017 IRP that reflected the stakeholders’

9

comments: “we are deeply concerned with the direct costs of continued operation of its coal-

10

fueled resources and the magnitude of economic risk of continued investment in those

11

units. Pacific Power’s IRP does not explicitly identify or discuss the risks faced by the utility

12

and its ratepayers, including the costs of risks associated with the coal plants’ fuel source,

13

projected capital investments, and ongoing operational expenses, or cost shifts to Washington

14

customers when the Company must remove coal generation expense from Oregon rates.”51
61. In its final order, the WUTC was clear that PacifiCorp’s transparency process concerning

15
16

substantial expenditures in coal was flawed: “we are disappointed to see that Pacific Power’s

17

commitments to transparency and inclusiveness with the advisory group were not met, and

18

encourage the Company to refocus on conducting its resource planning activities in that spirit.”52

19

The small risk of customer harm from PVRR(d) disclosure is outweighed by a substantial

20

public benefit

21

62. PacifiCorp is a rate regulated utility. As such, it is returned in full its costs of operation

22

and capital, plus a rate of return on its capital investments. Any incremental costs or benefits

23
50

24
25
26

Comments of Renewable Energy Coalition, PacifiCorp 2017 IRP (No. UE-160353) (Washington Util. and Transp.
Comm’n June 16, 2017) (emphasis added).
51
2017 Electric IRP Acknowledgement Letter at 4, Pacific Power & Light Co. 2017 Integrated Res. Plan (No. UE160353) (Washington Util. and Transp. Comm’n May 7, 2018) (emphasis added).
52
Id. (emphasis added).
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1

incurred by the disclosure of the PVRR(d) results redound to PacifiCorp’s customers through the

2

process of rate review at PacifiCorp’s public utility commission regulators. As such, unless

3

PacifiCorp is found to have made an imprudent decision — i.e. a decision that it could

4

reasonably foresee is not in the best interests of its customers — its incurred costs are likely to be

5

passed through to ratepayers. Barring a finding of imprudence, PacifiCorp’s incremental cost or

6

cost savings in operations impact customers, and not PacifiCorp as a corporate entity.

7

63. As discussed above, there are very few circumstances in which a competitive advantage

8

could be rendered over PacifiCorp by virtue of the disclosure of these results. Therefore, the

9

opportunity for damage to PacifiCorp’s customers from disclosure is very small.

10

64. The potential for damage to customers through PacifiCorp not acting in the public

11

interest is very high. According to the results from the public Energy Strategies report, more than

12

45 percent of PacifiCorp’s coal units are more expensive than all other evaluated energy

13

options.53 Energy Strategies findings indicate that PacifiCorp’s failure to take any action on its

14

coal units represents substantial customer harm. According to the report “The NPV savings

15

associated with replacing the energy from these 11 coal units [with market-based energy]…

16

range[s] from $915,000 for Naughton 1 to $166 million for Jim Bridger 4.”54

17

65. The Energy Strategies report is only “meant to be indicative and directional.”55

18

PacifiCorp’s PVRR(d) analysis carries substantially more weight with both customers and

19

regulators. While public disclosure of the PVRR(d) results will not rectify any harm caused by

20

PacifiCorp’s failure to act on its coal units, it will help customers understand the extent to which

21

PacifiCorp’s planning results in customer harm (if any) — a question of substantial public

22

interest.

23
24
25
26

53

Energy Strategies. PacifiCorp Coal Unit Valuation Study: A Unit-by-Unit Cost Analysis of PacifiCorp’s CoalFired Generation Fleet at 17 (June 20, 2018).
54
Id. at 11.
55
Id. at 5.
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1

Redactions 2 and 3: PVRR(d) Results at Jim Bridger 1 and 2 without SCR, page 5

2

66. The Company claims this information is trade secret. I have reviewed PacifiCorp’s

3

factual claims and disagree. PacifiCorp claims that the “disclosure of the company’s estimates

4

through the PVRR(d) results could disadvantage PacifiCorp in contract negotiations with third-

5

party contractors to build and install any equipment necessary to meet environmental mandates.

6

In addition, disclosure of the company’s environmental compliance cost estimates could harm

7

the company’s negotiating position with federal and state agencies responsible for determining

8

the necessary emissions control equipment at the individual coal units.”56

9

67. The results provided in this redaction are not the contractor costs faced by the Company

10

of compliance; rather they represent an aggregation of multiple costs, including contractor costs,

11

operational costs, and potentially operational impact as well. At this level of aggregation, little

12

meaningful information is available to a third party, except for ratepayers to understand impacts.

13

The Company has provided no evidence that such a disclosure of aggregate net ratepayer costs

14

would allow any party to change their negotiating position to the detriment of the Company, and

15

the question is largely moot with respect to Jim Bridger.

16

68. PacifiCorp has been clear that it has no intent of installing SCR equipment at Jim Bridger

17

1 & 2. In the 2017 IRP, PacifiCorp states the following: “Supported by analysis of potential

18

Regional Haze compliance alternatives, the 2017 IRP preferred portfolio does not include any

19

incremental selective catalytic reduction (SCR) equipment. Avoiding installation of this

20

equipment will save customers hundreds of millions of dollars and retain compliance-planning

21

flexibility associated with the Clean Power Plan or other potential state and federal

22

environmental policies.”57
69. Similarly, PacifiCorp’s most recent IRP Update states that “This [updated] analysis

23
24

shows that the early retirement scenario [of Jim Bridger Units 1 and 2] without the installation of

25

56
57

26

Lockey Decl. ¶ 27.
PacifiCorp, 2017 Integrated Res. Plan Volume I at 6 (April 4, 2017).
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1

SCR equipment is lower cost.”58 That same IRP Update shows a “milestone” schedule for the

2

SCR projects at Jim Bridger 1 and 2, indicating that had PacifiCorp expected to meet EPA’s

3

Regional Haze deadlines, it would have already submitted applications to utility regulators in

4

Wyoming, Utah, and Oregon.59 There is no indication that PacifiCorp is in negotiations with

5

contractors to build SCR equipment at Jim Bridger.

6

70. Any contractor working with PacifiCorp is aware of the risk that Jim Bridger units may

7

be found to be non-economic. First, the disallowance of SCR costs by WUTC in 2016 described

8

above clearly labeled the plant “at risk.” Second, the public Energy Strategies report

9

Commissioned by Sierra Club clearly identified Jim Bridger as one of the least cost-effective

10

plants in PacifiCorp’s coal fleet. Any vendor engaging in multi-million dollar contracts would

11

conduct its own due diligence to ensure that it understands any impending risks of engagement.

12

71. Finally, the PVRR(d) is replete with disclaimers and caveats all but eliminating the

13

potential for a third party to base its own economic assessment of a transaction with PacifiCorp

14

on such qualified analysis. Still, even if the Company was correct and the information is a trade

15

secret, disclosure of this information is in the public interest as discussed in Paragraph 51, above.

16

In addition to discussing ratepayer impacts of continued plant use, the results provide

17

information to the public on the relative net costs of compliance with regulatory requirements.

18

Redaction 4: Annual System Costs for Jim Bridger 1, page 7

19

72. Redaction 4 covers an example chart of annual system costs and benefits for Jim Bridger

20

1, illustrating annual positive benefits and negative costs. It is what would generally be termed a

21

“cash flow assessment” for Jim Bridger 1, and while the aggregate discounted sum of the costs

22

and benefits results in a PVRR(d), the majority of the information under this redaction is not

23

PVRR(d).

24
25

58
59

26

PacifiCorp, 2017 Integrated Res. Plan Update at 73 (May 1, 2018).
Id. at 83.
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1
2

Redaction 5: General Results
73. Redaction 5 is a succinct and understandable one sentence summation of the

3

PowerPoint's results. The sentence does not contain any trade secrets because there are no

4

identifying plant characteristics, no dollar sums, no dates or plant names. There is simply not

5

enough specific information for the sentence to influence the decision of any third party

6

considering doing business with PacifiCorp. Disclosure would benefit the public because it

7

provides a high-level, jargon-free assessment of the current economic status of Company's coal

8

plants.

9

Redaction 6: PVRR(d) Results for Jim Bridger 1 & 2

10

74. Redaction 6 is constructed similarly, and meant to convey, the same type of information

11

as shown in the general PVRR(d) results of Redaction 1. PacifiCorp has not established that the

12

incremental PVRR(d) result shown in Redaction 6 is in any way different or revealing than the

13

PVRR(d) results of Redaction 1.

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
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